WIKILEAK: 2012 U.S. GOV WARNED
‘Obama Not Eligible’

11/22/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate

Between 2008-2011 the U.S. Government was flooded with warnings that “Obama Not Eligible”. The warning came from the GOBAL INTELLIGENCE FILES. This well known “intelligence publisher” provided “confidential intelligence services” to government agencies, which included the US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines and the US Defense Intelligence Agency.

This is one such INTELLIGENCE WARNING sent to various government agencies:

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/47/476794_tea-party-obama-s-birth-certificate-.html
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ManBehindObama200

A silent, possibly complicit Kingpin must be brought out of the shadows to answer burning inconsistencies.

Who Is The Man Behind Obama? It is becoming apparent the Birth Certificate which Mr. Obama presented to the public as a "true and accurate copy of the original" is neither. As a matter of fact, many are claiming it is a fraud! Forensic specialists have examined the publicly displayed Obama Birth Certificate and are claiming it is a poorly created dummy document, a fake!

However, the alleged fake document is what many are calling 'an expected result from a charlatan of the likes of Obama.' At a closer view the document carries with it a higher degree of suspicion because of the nature of the forced disclosure by Obama. Whatever the motive to present this 'Birth Certificate,' may be, it has placed the Governor of Hawaii, Neil Abercrombie, in a precarious
(Be Part Or Get The 'Hell' Out Of The Way)

In sum, it appears Abercrombie is one of the few people who can actually verify the validity of the Obama 'Birth Certificate,' for he, is the one whom the trust and validity of these documents reside, nonetheless, this may change if the court orders a forensic examination of Obama 'Birth Certificate.'

Let us not forget, ONLY States and territorial jurisdictions of the United States can issue birth certificates. In short, there is no such thing as a 'federal birth certificate.' This means the weight of the validity of any State issued birth document is shifted onto the State, and then flows up to the chief official, in this case, Neil Abercrombie.

One important caveat, if it is found the Obama 'Birth Certificate' is a fraud, which at this writing, proof has revealed the document presented by the White House are most likely a forgery than not, then the focus shifts from Obama to Abercrombie.

Quite simply, if a falsification of a Hawaiian State issued Birth record is discovered, then the Hawaiian Governor has a fiduciary responsibility to the people of Hawaii, and, to the people of the United States of America. A responsibility to verify the validity of the 'Birth Certificate' in question, or denounce it as a fraud, anything less would be disingenuous of the highest office in the State of Hawaii, as evidenced by the oath of office (I).

The implications could be staggering. If it is found Obama's published 'Birth Certificate' is a fraud and the Governor does not denounce such an open and conspicuous falsehood perpetrated upon the American people, then he will be complicit and perpetuate a fraud by defaulting on his responsibility to protect the interest of the good people of Hawaii and the United States as a whole. If a falsehood is knowingly covered-up by Abercrombie, then he has dirty hands, thereby, having used his office as an instrumentality for the committing of a series of crimes.

Make no mistake; if Neil Abercrombie chooses to be silent on a false Obama 'Birth Certificate,' he is as much an accessory to conspiracy to defraud, as if he personally printed the fabricated document himself. With Abercrombie's authority and responsibility to the State of Hawaii, as well as to the laws of the United States, he is placed into a position of being the chief enforcement authority by this jurisdiction. Furthermore, he has sworn to protect the Constitution of the United States of America, this equates to a Judicial mandate which he must enforce or be negligent in his sworn duties as Governor.

This could translate into an effort by the office of the Governor to launch a full and thorough investigation into birth certificate abuse. Not just in the light of the possible Obama Birth Certificate scheme, but also in other cases which have, or may not have, defrauded the people of Hawaii.

Additionally, the issue doesn't stop with just a single birth certificate fraud case. The document in question could possibly represent hundreds, or even thousands, of fraudulent birth certificates used to commit a plethora of crimes.

Crimes such as credit fraud, passport fraud and possibly has created a hidden pathway, which illegal aliens have trod for years, as they nefariously enter into the United States and pose as citizens.

Truth be told, the State of Hawaii, and it's Governor, has authority under the Police Powers as guaranteed in the 5th and 10th Amendment of the United States Constitution, which raises the question of Federal jurisdiction as pertaining to State created documents. These State created documents carry Federal authority, and in this particular case, qualifies or disqualifies a person running for the office of the President of the United States of America.

What's more important is, if Neil Abercrombie becomes aware of a fraud and refuses to act, this demonstrates a mens rea (II) on his part. Men Rea is a necessary element in the determination of the intent to defraud, therefore, possibly setting the stage for being charged as a co-conspirator; consequently, Neil Abercrombie would have committed a crime on behalf of another.
**Tea Party Fax Blast Project? Tea Party Command Center? Tea Party Vets?**

*By Dr. Michael Savage Pages 18 through 24 and the rest of the book!*

In short, if Abercrombie has concealed the Obama 'Birth Certificate,' purported to be a State issued document, *is indeed a fraud*, then this places the Hawaiian Department of Justice on notice of the general intent by Abercrombie to mislead law enforcement and the specific intent to commit a crime on behalf of another by duplicity.

Will Abercrombie conceal the truth of the birth certificate by refusing to verify or denounce the accuracy of the 'Birth Certificate' presented by Obama?

Would the people of Hawaii be defrauded by the altering of a State issued birth certificate?

Yes! Because of the fact the Office of the President of the United States has, and will continue to exercise Federal jurisdiction over the people of Hawaii, not only in Federal questions, but also in monetary issues will have a direct impact on the economy of the State of Hawaii.

The question must be asked; is Neil Abercrombie complicit in the crime of defrauding the people of Hawaii and the government of the United States of America through duplicity, by concealing incriminating evidence of the Obama 'Birth Certificate'?

Was document fraud deception deliberately practiced with a view to gain an unlawful advantage? Birth document fraud is injurious to society, especially through deceit and trickery to mislead the course of due process. Is this what has happened?

Was our beloved Nation betrayed through a well-conceived and executed hoax?

Look at it this way, maybe, just maybe, the birth document is truly the actual Obama 'Birth Certificate' and Neil Abercrombie has nothing to worry about.

What do you think?

[END]


(I) I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution of the State of Hawaii, and that I will faithfully discharge my duties as ... to best of my ability. " As used in this section, "eligible public officers" means the governor, the lieutenant governor, the members of both houses of the legislature, the members of the board of education, the members of the national guard, State or county employees who possess police powers, district court judges, and all those whose appointment requires the consent of the senate. Source: [http://vlex.com/vid/oath-of-office-303462#ixzz1Kxn8YRW4](http://vlex.com/vid/oath-of-office-303462#ixzz1Kxn8YRW4)

(II) The state of mind that the prosecution, to secure a conviction, must prove that a defendant had when committing a crime; criminal intent or recklessness. **Blacks Law Dictionary 7th Edition, 1999, Page 999**


*(Be Part Or Get The 'Hell' Out Of The Way)*

It is your turn to save America. The Tea Party needs your help. Give today, because tomorrow may be the day after we lost America.

Support the continued work of the Tea Party on behalf of our beloved nation.
The American Resistance Party reminds all readers of the Daily Action Alert that the California Constitution reminds all citizens of the world that one of the BASIC RIGHTS granted to ALL PERSONS, the right to have FELONIES to be immediately brought to justice. And even though it is a DECLARATION OF RIGHTS for citizens of the state of California, it is a right of citizens of ALL STATES! Rights given by our Creator do not end at a state’s border, but would extend past ALL BORDERS! This right is described in Section 14 of the California Constitution:

SECTION 14. Felonies shall be prosecuted as provided by law, either by indictment or, after examination and commitment by a magistrate, by information. A person charged with a felony by complaint subscribed under penalty of perjury and on file in a court in the county where the felony is triable shall be taken without unnecessary delay before a magistrate of that court.

Both Soetoro (aka BHO) and his attorneys have been ordered in court to prove that he did not commit the crime of forging documents to gain access to the office of POTUS. Soetoro refused to prove his identity and provide documentation that he was eligible to hold office (left).

Wikileaks proves that the entire U.S. government has been warned of the fraudulent ID that Soetoro was using and continues to use.

Donald Trump promised to DRAIN THE SWAMP. Wikileaks truly has provided evidence that the swamp is completely full and needs immediate flushing!
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